An lnterpretation of Partial Least Squares
Paul H. GARTHWAITE*
Univariate partial least squares (PLS) is a method of modeling relationships between a Y variable and other explanatory vanables.
It may be used with any number of explanatory variables, even far more than the number of observations. A simple interpretation
is given that shows the method to be a straightforward and reasonable way of forming prediction equations. Its relationship to
multivariate PLS, in which there are two or more Y variables, is examined, and an example is given in which it is compared by
simulation with other methods of forming prediction equations. With univanate PLS, linear combinations of the explanatory variables
are formedsequentially and related to Y by ordinary least squares regression. It is shown that these linear combinations, here called
components, may be viewed as weighted averages of predictors, where each predictor holds the residual information in an explanatory
vanable that is not contained in earlier components, and the quantity to be predicted is the vector of residuals from regressing Y
against earlier components. A similar strategy is shown to underlie multivanate PLS, except that the quantity to be predicted is a
weighted average of the residuals from separately regressing each Y variable against earlier components. This clarifies the differences
between univariate and multivanate PLS, and it is argued that in most situations, the univanate method is likely to give the better
prediction equations. In the example using simulation, univariate PLS is compared with four other methods of forming prediction
equations: ordinary least squares, forward variable selection, principal components regression, and a Stein shnnkage method. Results
suggest that PLS is a useful method for forming prediction equations when there are a large number of explanatory vanables,
particularly when the random error vanance is large.
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the contributions of Brown and Fearn in the discussion of
Partial least squares (PLS) is a comparatively new method Stone and Brooks (1990). Why, then, should one believe
of constructing regression equations that has recently at- PLS to be a useful method, and in what circumstances
tracted much attention, with severa1 recent papers (see, for should it be used? To answer these questions, an effort
example, Helland 1988, 1990; Hoskuldsson 1988; Stone and should be made to explain and motivate the steps through
Brooks 1990). The method can be used for multivariate as which PLS constructs a regression equation, using termiwell as univariate regression, so there may be severa1 depen- nology that is meaningful to the intended readers. Also, of
dent variables, Y,, . . . , Y,, say. To form a relationship be- course, empirical research using real data and simulation
tween the Y vanables and explanatory vanables, X I , . . . , studies have important roles.
The main purpose of this article is to provide a simple
X,, PLS constructs new explanatory variables, often called
interpretation
of PLS for people who like thinking in terms
factors, latent variables, or components, where each comof
univariate
regressions.
The case where there is a single Y
ponent is a linear combination of XI, . . . , X,. Standard
variable
is
considered
first,
in Section 2. From intuitively
regression methods are then used to determine equations
reasonable
principles,
an
algonthm
is developed that is efrelating the components to the Y variables.
fectively
identical
to
PLS
but
whose
rationale is easier to
The method has similarities to principal components
understand,
thus
hopefully
aiding
insight
into the strengths
regression (PCR), where principal components form the inand
limitations
of
PLS.
In
particular,
the
algonthm shows
dependent variables in a regression. The major difference is
that
the
components
derived
in
PLS
may
be viewed as
that with PCR, principal components are determined solely
weighted
averages
of
predictors,
providing
some
justification
by the data values of the X variables, whereas with PLS, the
for
the
way
that
components
are
constructed.
The multidata values of both the X and Y variables influence the convariate
case,
where
there
is
more
than
one
Y
vanable,,
is
struction of components. Thus PLS also has some similarity
considered
and
its
relationship
to
the
univariate
case
exto latent root regression (Webster, Gunst, and Mason 1974),
although the methods differ substantially in the ways they amined in Section 3.
The other purpose of this article is to illustrate by simuform components. The intention of PLS is to form comlation
that PLS can be better than other methods at forming
ponents that capture most of the information in the X variprediction
equations when the standard assumptions of
ables that is useful for predicting YI , . . . , Y/, while reducing
regression
analysis
are satisfied. Parameter values used in the
the dimensionality of the regression problem by using fewer
simulations
are
based
on a data set from a type of application
components than the number of X vanables. PLS is considfor
which
PLS
has
proved
successful: forming prediction
ered especially useful for constructing prediction equations
equations
to
relate
a
substance's
chemical composition to
when there are many explanatory variables and comparaits
near-infrared
spectra.
In
this
application
the number of
tively little sample data (Hoskuldsson 1988).
X
variables
can
be
large,
so
sampling
models
of
various sizes
A criticism of PLS is that there seems to be no wellare
considered,
the
largest
containing
50
X
variables.
The
defined modeling problem for which it provides the optimal
simulations
are
reported
in
Section
4.
solution, other than specifically constructed problems in
which somewhat arbitrary criteria are to be optimized; see
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with Cj wl, = 1. (The constraint, C, wl, = 1, aids the description of PLS, but it is not essential. As will be clear,
We suppose that we have a sample of size n from which multiplying T1 by a constant would not affect the values of
to estimate a linear relationship between Y and X1, . . . ,Xm. subsequent components nor predictions of Y.) Equation (4)
For i = 1, . . . , n, the ith datum in the sample is denoted permits a range of possibilities for constructing Tl , depending
by ( x l(i), . . . , x,(i), y ( i ) ) . Also, the vectors of observed on the weights that are used; two weighting policies will be
values of Y and X, are denoted by y and x,, so y = {y(1), considered later.
. . . , y(n))' and, f o r j = 1, . . . , m, x, = {x,(l), . . . , xj(n))'.
As T I is a weighted average of predictors of UI , it should
Denote their sample means by Y = C, y ( i ) / n and 2, itself be a useful predictor of UI and hence of Y. But the X
= Ci x,(i)/n. The regression equation will take the form
variables potentially contain further useful information for
predicting Y. The information in X, that is not in T I may
be estimated by the residuals from a regression of X, on T I ,
where each component Tk is a linear combination of the X, which are identical to the residuals from a regression of VI,
and the sample correlation for any pair of components is O. on T I . Similarly, variability in Ythat is not explained by T I
An equation containing many parameters is typically more can be estimated by the residuals from a regression of U1 on
flexible than one containing few parameters, with the dis- T I . These residuals will be denoted by V2, for VI, and by U2
advantage that its parameter estimates can be more easily for U1. The next component, T2, is a linear combination of
influenced by random errors in the data. Hence one purpose the V2, that should be useful for predicting U2. It is conof severa1 regression methods, such as stepwise regression, structed in the same way as T I but with U1 and the Vl,'s
principal components regression, and latent root regression, replaced by U2 and the V2,k
is to reduce the number of terms in the regression equation.
The procedure extends iteratively in a natural way to give
PLS also reduces the number of terms, as the components components T2, . . . , Tp, where each component is deterin Equation (1) are usually far fewer than the number of X mined from the residuals of regressions on the preceding
variables. In addition, PLS aims to avoid using equations component, with residual variability in Y being related to
with many parameters when constructing components. To residual information in the X's. Specifically, suppose that
achieve this, it adopts the principie that when considering T, ( i 2 1) has just been constructed from variables Ui and
the relationship between Y and some specified X variable, VI, ( j = l., . . . , m ) and let Ti, U,, and the V, have sample
other X variables are not allowed to influence the estimate values t i , u,, and vi,. From their construction, it will easily
of the relationship directly but are only allowed to influence be seen that their sample means are al1 O. To obtain
it through the components Tk. From this premise, an algo- first the V(,+l),'sand U,+I are determined. For j = 1, . . . ,
rithm equivalent to PLS follows in a natural fashion.
m, Vi, is regressed against T, , giving t: v,/(t: ti ) as the regresTo simplify notation, Y and the X, are centered to give sion coefficient, and V(i+l),is defined by
variables U1 and Vlj, where UI = Y - and, for j = 1, . . . ,
m,
Its sample values, v ( ~ + ~are
) , ,the residuals from the regression.
Similarly, U,+Iis defined by U,+] = U, - {ti ui/(t: t i ) ) T,,
The sample means of UI and VI, are 0, and their data values and its sample values, u,+],are the residuals from the regresare denoted by ul = y - Y. 1 and v,, = x, - % e l , where 1 sion of U, on T, .
The "residual variability" in Y is U,+] and the "residual
is the n -dimensional unit vector, { 1, . . . , 1 1'.
information"
in X, is V(i+l)j,so the next stage is to regress
The components are then determined sequentially. The
against
each
V(,+,),in turn. The jth regression yields
first component, T I , is intended to be useful for predicting
b(,+
l),V(,+l),
as
a
predictor
of U,,], where
U1 and is constructed as a linear combination of the Vl,'s.
During its construction, sample correlations between the VI,%
are ignored. To obtain T I , UI is first regressed against VII ,
then against VI,, and so on for each VI, in turn. Sample Forming a linear combination of these predictors, as in
means are 0, so for j = 1, . . . , m, the resulting least squares Equation (4), gives the next component,
regression equations are

2. UNlVARlATE PLS

where bv = v',,ul /(vtIjvlj). Given values of the VI, for a further item, each of the m equations in (3) provides an estimate
of UI. To reconcile these estimates while ignonng interrelationships between the VI,, one might take a simple average,
2, bl,Vlj/m or, more generally, a weighted average. We set
TI equal to the weighted average, so

The method is repeated to obtain Ti+2,and so on. After the
components are determined, they are related to Y using the
regression model given in Equation (1), with the regression
coefficients estimated by ordinary least squares.
A well-known feature of PLS is that the sample correlations
between any pair of components is O (Helland 1988; Wold,
Ruhe, Wold, and Dunn 1984). This follows because (a) the
residuals from a regression are uncorrelated with a regressor
so, for example, V(i+l),is uncorrelated with TI for al1j ; and
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(b) each of the components Ti+I,. . . , T, is a linear combination of the V(i+l),'s,so from (a), they are uncorrelated
with Ti. A consequence of components being uncorrelated
is that regression coefficients in Equation (1) may be estimated by simple one-variable regressions, with bi obtained
by regressing Y on Ti. Also, as components are added to the
model, the coefficients of earlier components are unchanged.
A further consequence, which simplifies interpretation of
, , the vectors of
and V(i+l)i,is that
and v ( ~ + ~ are
residuals from the respective regressions of Y and Xj on T I ,
. . . , Ti.
Deciding the number of components ( p ) to include in the
regression model is a tricky problem, and usually some form
of cross-validation is used (see, for example, Stone and
Brooks 1990 and Wold et al. 1984). One cross-validation
procedure is described in Section 4. After an estimate of the
regression model has been determined, Equations (2), (5),
and (7) can be used to express it in terms of the original
variables, X,, rather than the components, T I . This gives a
more convenient equation for estimating Y for further samples on the basis of their X values.
To complete the algorithm, the mixing weights w, must
be specified. For the algorithm to be equivalent to a common
version of the PLS algorithm, the requirement Cj w, = 1 is
relaxed and wu is set equal to vLv, for al1 i, j. [Thus w,
cc var(V,), as the latter equals vi,v,/(n - l).] Then w,b,
= vbui and, from Equ~tion(7), components are given by Ti
= Cj(vbui)Vucc Cjcov(Vlj, U,)V,. This is the usual expression for determining components in PLS. A possible motivation for this weighting policy is that the w,'s are then inversely proportional to the variantes of the bu's. Also, if
var(V,,) is small relative to the sample variance of Xj, then
X, is approximately collinear with the components T I , . . . ,
Ti-l, so perhaps its contribution to Ti should be made small
by making w, small. An obvious alternative weighting policy
is to set each w, equal to 1 /m, so that each predictor of U,
is given equal weight. This seems a natural choice and is in
the spirit of PLS, which aims to spread the load among the
X variables in making predictions.
In the simulations in Section 4, the weighting policies w,
= 1/ m (for al1 i, j ) and w, cc var(V,) are examined. The
PLS methods to which these lead differ in their invariance
properties. With w, cc var(v,), predictions of Yare invariant
only under orthogonal transformations of the X vanables
(Stone and Brooks 1990), whereas with w, = 1/ m , predictions are invariant to changes in scale of the X vanables.

3. MULTIVARIATE PLS
In this section the case is considered where there are 1
dependent variables, Y1, . . . , Y/, and, as before, m independent vanables, X I , . . . , X,. The aim of multivariate PLS is
to find one set of components that yields good linear models
for al1 the Y variables. The models will have the form
for k = 1, . . . , 1, where each of the components, T I , . . . ,
T,, is a linear combination of the X variables. It should be
noted that the same components occur in the model for each
Y variable; only the regression coefficients change. Here the

intention is to construct an algorithm that highlights the
similarities between univariate and multivariate PLS and
identifies their differences.
For the X variables, we use the same notation as before
for the sample data and adopt similar notation for the Y 's.
Thus for k = 1, . . . , 1, the observed values of Yk are denoted
by yk = {yk(l), . . . , yk(n))', and its sample mean is jJk
= Ci yk(i)/n. We define R l k = Yk - Jk, with sample values
rlk = yk - jJkS1 , and VI, again denotes X, after it has been
centered, with sample values VI,.
To construct the first component, T I , define the n X 1
matrix RI by R1 = ( r l l , . . . , r l ~and
) the n X m matrix V1
by VI = (vll , . . . , vl,). Let cl be an eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of RíVIVtlRI and define ul by
ul = R l c l . Then T I is constructed from u l , v l l , . . . , vlmin
precisely the same way as in Section 2. Motivation for constructing ul in this way was given by Hoskuldsson (1988),
who showed g a t if f and g are vectors of unit length that
maximize [cov(Vlf , Rlg)]', then Rlg is proportional
to Ul.
To give the general step in the algorithm, suppose that we
have determined Ti, V, for j = 1, . . . , m and R, for k = 1,
. . . , 1, together with their sample values, t i , v,, and rik We
must indicate how to obtain these quantities as i + i 1.
First, V(i+l),is again the residual when V, is regressed on Ti,
so V(,+l),and v ( i + ~ ) ,are given by Equation (5). Similarly,
R(i+l)jis the residual when R, is regressed against TI, so

+

R(i+l)k= Rik - {f:rik/(f:fi)) Ti
(9)
and r(i+])kare its sample values. (From analogy to the X's,
it is clear that r ( ~ + ~is)also
k the residual when Yk is regressed
on T I , . . . , Ti.) Put Ri+i = (r(i+l)l>. . . , r(i+l)/)>Vi+,
- ( v ( ~ + .~
. .) ,~v, ( ~ + ~and
) ~ let
) , ci+l be an eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of R:+lVi+lV:+lRi+l.
The vector
is obtained from
ui+l = R i + ~ c i + ~ ,

(10)

and then Ti+Iand ti+lare determined as in Section 2, using
Equations (6) and (7).
After T I , . . . , T, have been determined, each Y variable
is regressed separately against these components to estimate
the p coefficients in the models given by (8). Cross-validation
is again used to select the value of p .
It is next shown that the preceding algorithm is equivalent
to a standard version of the multivariate PLS algorithm. For
the latter we use the following algorithm given by Hoskuldsson (1988), but change its notation. Denote the centered
data matrices, V1 and R1, by Q1 and iP1, and suppose that
Qi and iPi have been determined.
Set q5 to the first column of iPi.
~ u t =3 Q:q5/(q5'q5)
- - - and scale t) to be of unit length.
y

7 =
-

<

<

Put
iP{7/(7'7) and scale to be of unit length.
Put 3 = iPi< and if there is convergente go on to step
6; othenvisereturn to step 2.
, g = Q l! r l ( r ~ ) .
A = 1f9/(d1).
Residual matrices:
= Q, - 78' and
= iPi
- AE<~.
-
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Assume that Ri = Vi and ai = Ri and that w,, the weights
in Equation (7), are chosen so that wij = vkv,,. It must be
shown that (a) 1a t i , (b) ni+]= Vi+],and (c) ai+1= Ri+1.

Example 2. Two Y variables: baking quality of wheat
and its protein content. Baking quality is to be predicted.
Example 3. The same as Example 2, except protein
content is to be predicted.

Proof of (a). Hoskuldsson showed that when there is
convergence at step 5, then 5. is an eigenvector corresponding
to the largest eigenvalue o f <P: QiR: @, . By assumption,
@: RiR: @i = R: ViV: Ri, so 5. is proportional to ci . Hence,
from step 5 and Equation (1@, 4 a ui . After convergence,
repeating steps 2-5 has no effeccso, from step 2, $ a R:4
a Vi ui, and, from step 3, a ViV: ui. From (6); the jth
component of V: u, is wobo(by assumption, w, = v:,v,); so
from (7), t, = V,V: ui. Hence 1a t, .

Multivariate PLS aims to find components that are good
predictors of al1 Y variables, but for Example 1, this aim
seems inappropriate. For predicting protein, components
preferably should be sensitive to protein concentration and
reasonably insensitive to starch and sugar concentrations, so
that only changes in the protein leve1 affect predictions. In
contrast, Example 2 is a case where it might be advantageous
to seek components that are good predictors of both the Y
variables. The baking quality of wheat is highly dependent
Proof of (b). From steps 6 and 8, Qi - SI,+] = 18' = on its protein content, and protein content can be measured
r r l R i / ( l ' ~ )= tit:Vi/(t:ti), because 1 a ti and Ri much more accurately. Hence for predicting baking quality,
-protein might provide a useful guide to suitable components.
= Vi. The jth column of tit:Vi/(t:ti) is tit:v,/(t:ti)
=ti (ti v,)/(t: ti ). From (9,the latter term equals v, - v(~+I),.In Example 3, clearly a different weighting policy from that
in Example 2 should be used, because protein content is the
Hence Ri = Vi - V i + l .
variable of interest. Indeed, because protein can be measured
Proof of (c). Let { = K @ ~ E / ( ~ where
' T ) , K is a constant more accurately than baking quality, for Example 3 it seems
r'5.
- = 1 (stec4). Then from steps 5 and 7, X = 1'41 reasonable to give very little weight to baking quality readfor which (1'1) = ~ ' @ l ~ / ( ~= ' lr1l/I¿
)
= 1/K, SO A l ' = 5.17~ings.
=T'@:/(I'E). From step 8,Si - al+,= XX~.',S;@,
- 'i+l
PLS methods have been used mostly for problems similar
=7 -~ ' @ ~ / ( 1 '=1 tit:
) Ri/(t) ti). From (9), thdatter term also to Example 1, so it is perhaps not surprising that univariate
equals Ri - Ri+l.
PLS has been found to generally perform better than mulIn situations where there are severa1 Y variables and mul- tivariate PLS. Examples 2 and 3 illustrate that if multivariate
tivariate PLS could be used, an alternative is repeated ap- PLS is used, then the weight placed on the different Y variplication of univariate PLS. Each Y variable would be taken ables should reflect which variable is to be predicted. That
in turn and a regression equation determined from just its is, although more than one Y variable might influence the
sample values and the explanatory variables. To compare construction of components, it can be preferable to construct
univariate and multivariate PLS, suppose that a regression a separate set of components for predicting each Y. This
equation is being determined for one of the dependent vari- differs from the way that multivariate PLS is normally used;
ables, Y* say, and consider the way in which the component a single set of components for predicting al1 the Y variables
Ti+1is constructed after the components T I , . . . , Ti have has generally been advocated (Hoskuldsson 1988; Sjostrom,
been determined. With both PLS methods, Ti+, is deter- Wold, Lindberg, Persson, and Martens 1983). Changing the
mined from ui+]and the V ( ~ + ~ where,
~ ' S
for j = 1, . . . , m, relative importance of the Y's is not difficult and can be
is the residual from a multiple regression of Xj on T I , achieved simply by rescaling them, but an appropriate scaling
. . . , T,. The only difference between the methods is in the is difficult to decide and theoretical results to guide its choice
way u;+] is formed. With univariate PLS, u;+] is the residual are lacking. In practice, Yvariables that are not closely related
when Y* is regressed on T I , . . . , TI, whereas with multi- to the one to be predicted should probably be ignored and
variate PLS, each Yk is regressed separately against T I , . . . , cross-validation used to compare different scalings of those
Ti, and u;+] is a linear combination of the residual vectors; Y variables thought relevant.
compare Equation (lo). Choosing between multivariate and
4. SlMULATlON COMPARISONS
univariate PLS is equivalent to deciding the way to form
ui+]and, although one might expect multivariate PLS to use 4.1 Model and Parameter Values
more information than univariate PLS, they actually use
In this section the performance of PLS and other methods
identical amounts in other stages of the algorithm.
of
forming prediction equations are compared. Rather than
To discuss the question of which PLS method is expected
analyze
real data sets, simulation was used so that models
to give the more accurate prediction equation, three hypocould
be
controlled, enabling the standard assumptions of
thetical examples are considered. In each, chemical charregression
analysis to be satisfied fully and the model paramacteristics of samples must be predicted from their near-ineters
to
be
varied systematically. The intention is to identify
frared spectral readings at different wavelengths, using
situations
where
PLS performs well, so parameter values were
prediction equations derived from calibration samples for
based
on
a
set
of
near-infrared (NIR) data, a type of data for
which both chemical values and spectral readings are availwhich
PLS
has
proved
useful.
able.
For the simulations, explanatory variables were given a
Example 1. Three Y variables: concentrations of pro- joint multivariate normal distribution, ( X I , . . . , X,)'
MVN(p, F).When these variables have the value x = (xl ,
tein, starch, and sugar. An equation for estimating pro. . . , x,)',-Y is given by the regression equation,
tein concentration is required.

-
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Y = a,, + g'x

+

E,

(1 1)

-

where a. and the vector g are unknown constants and E
N(0, 0 2 ) .
A feature of NIR data is that the number of explanatory
variables is large, commonly equaling 700, and the number
of sample points is much smaller. To widen the scope of
results, such extreme cases were not used, and models contained 8,20, or 50 explanatory variables. The simulated data
sets contained 40 more observations than the number of
explanatory variables, so OLS methods could be applied
straightforwardly.
To choose parameter values, data from a set of 195 hay
samples were used. NIR spectra of the samples were transformed to reduce the effect of particle-size variation (as is
standard practice in NIR analysis), and then the transfonned
values at 50 wavelengths were extracted. Their mean and
variance-covariance matrix were determined and used as
the values of and I' for the model containing 50 independent variables. For each smaller model, spectral values for
a random subset of the 50 wavelengths were used. Measurements of neutral detergent fiber for each hay sample had
been determined by chemical analysis. These were regressed
against the transformed spectral values, and the estimated
regression coefficients were taken as the values of a 0 and g
in Equation (1 1). For the hay data, the error variance, u2,
equalled about 5.0. But it was thought the performance of
PLS relative to other methods might be sensitive to this parameter, so values u 2 = 1 .O, 3.0, 5.0, 7.0, and 10.0 were
examined.
4.2 Regression Methods
Six methods of forming prediction equations are examined. The first two are forms of PLS that differ only in the
mixing weights, wo, that they use. In PLS(E), the weights
are set equal to each other, and in PLS(U) ,they are unequal,
with wij K var(Vjj).With both methods, the following crossvalidation procedure was used to select the number of components to include in a model for a given (simulated) data
set. First, the data were split into three groups. One group
at a time was omitted, and data from the other groups were
used to construct components and determine a prediction
equation for Y. This equation was used to predict Y values
for the group that was omitted, and the predictions were
compared with the group's actual values. This was repeated
until each of the groups had been omitted once, and then
the total sum of squared errors in prediction over al1 groups
was calculated. Components were added to the regression
model until the next component would increase this total
sum of squared errors. (The data could have been partitioned
into any number of groups, but three groups seemed adequate
and a larger number would have required more computer
time.)
The third method used to form prediction equations was
ordinary least squares (OLS) using al1 of the X vanables in
the regression model. The fourth method (FVS) used forward
vanable selection to construct regression models. Cross-validation might have been used to decide when to stop selecting
variables but, in line with common practice, F test values

were used instead. At each step, the "best" X variable not
in the model was added to it if the partial F test value for
that variable's inclusion exceeded 4.0. The fifth method is
principal components regression (PCR). Principal components were computed from the sample covariance matrix of
the X vanables and used as the independent variables in a
regression with vanable selection. The dependent variable
was Y and, as with FVS, a principal component was added
to the regression model if the relevant F test value exceeded 4.0.
The last method we examine is a Stein shrinkage method
(SSM) given by Copas (1983), who showed that it is uniformly better than OLS for the loss function used here. Suppose that we have a sample of size n and that, for simplicity,
the Xvanables have been centered so that their sample means
are 0. Let the prediction equation from an OLS regression
be j = J7 a'x and let a2be the residual mean squared error
on v = n - m - 1 degrees of freedom. Also, let the centered
sample data for X, , . . . ,X, be denoted by the n X m matnx
X = ( x l , . . . , x,). Then the SSM prediction equation is j
= J7
Ka'x, where the shrinkage factor, K, is given by K
= 1 - (m - 2)a2/{(1 2v-')a1X'Xa).

+

+

4.3

+

Loss Function and Simulation Procedure

Suppose that a prediction equation has the form j
4'x. Then, from Equation (1 l ) , y - 9 = (a0 - &o)
( g - &)'x E. Given ola and &, the expected squared error
in predicting y can be determined for a future, as yet unknown, x value, because the distributions of the X's and E
are known. From this prediction mean squared error we
subtract u2, the contribution of random error. This leaves
the loss caused by inaccuracy in estimating the regression
coefficients,
=

+

+

+

+(g -'

( g -)

(12)

which we take as the loss function.
In the simulations, a model size ( m = 8, 20, or 50) and
random error variance ( u 2 = 1.O, 3.0, 5.0,7.0, or 10.0) were
selected and, using the parameter values corresponding to
that model size, a sample set of 40 m data were simulated.
Each datum consisted of values of Y and the X's. From the
sample set, prediction equations were estimated using each
of the six regression methods descnbed previously, and the
accuracy of the equations was measured by the loss function
given in Equation (12). The procedure was replicated 500
times for each model size and error variance, and the average
loss was determined for each regression method.

+

4.4 Results

The results of the simulations are given in Table 1. Copas
(1983) showed that the expected loss for OLS is u2{n(m
1) - 2}/ {n(n - m 2 ) ) . This gives theoretical values
that typically differ by about 1.8% from the average losses
for OLS in Table 1, indicating that an adequate number of
replicates were used in simulations. In the first six rows of
the table, OLS and SSM have the smallest average losses,

+

+
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Table 1. Average Loss for Six Methods of Forming Prediction Equations, for Different Model Sizes and Error Variances
-

-

- - - -

Model
Model
size a

Error
variance

OLS

SSM

FVS

PCRc

PLS(E)

PLS(U)

Number of X variables.
'Average number of variables in the fitted regression in parentheses.
Average number of components in the fitted regression in parentheses.

whereas in the last eight rows, average losses for the PLS
methods are smallest, suggesting that PLS is likely to prove
most useful when the number of explanatory vanables and
the error variance are both large. The simulations also illustrate the potential benefit of biased regression methods. OLS
consistently has a slightly higher average loss than SSM, as
theory predicts, and they both have losses that are substantially higher than other methods when the model size and
error vanance are large.
Other studies using real data from NIR applications have
found that PCR generally gives poorer prediction equations
than PLS methods (see. for examele.
- Siostrom et al. 1983).
~h~ results here tentatively suggest that this is not due ;o
data failing to satisfy the
assumptions made in
rearession
analvsis.
Table
1
also
shows
that PLS(E)
. . tended
to use fewer components in prediction equations than did
PLS(U), but t h e r ~was little to choose from between these
methods in their average
- losses.
The strength of collineanties between explanatory variables can influence the relative performance of prediction
methods (Gunst and Mason 1977). In the simulations so
far, the explanatory variables have strong collineanties, as is
data. T0 examine the effect 0f weakening
cOmmOnwith
them, simulations were repeated with each diagonal element
of r increased by 20%. A~~~~~~loSSesfor OLS are independent 0f and hence were essentially unchanged from Table
1. This was also the case with SSM, but losses for other
methods generally increased. For the PLS methods the
changes were sometimes substantial, the greatest being frOm
3.9 to 7.4, and only FVS had larger increases. Despite this,
\

,

,

<

the PLS methods were still the best for models containing
20 variables when a 2 = 7.0 and 10.0 and for al1 models
containing 50 variables, except when a* = 1.O. This is consistent with the view that PLS methock are suited to models
with many vanables and large error variances.
[Received January 1992. Revised March 1993.1
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